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Future Simple – QUIZ 

Fill in the missing verb, according to Future Simple – positive and negative 

form: 

1. Next week my sister _________(take) me to the beach. 

2. I _________(live) in France in the future. 

3. In 2025 Galit __________(join) the army.  

4. Miri ________(fly) to Europe next month. 

5. They _________(visit) us tomorrow. 

6. My grandmother __________(buy) me a neckless for my 12th 

birthday. 

7. Sima ___________(study) law in the future. 

8. The student ________(submit) his task to the teacher the day 

after tomorrow. 

9. They _________(invite) me to their party next week.  

10.  Dana and I __________(sing) tomorrow in our school show! 

11. Sara and Benny _________(go) to Yes Planet next Monday. 

 

Good Luck  
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Future Simple – QUIZ 

Fill in the missing verb, according to Future Simple – positive and negative 

form: 

1. Next week my sister __will take//is going to take_______(take) 

me to the beach. 

2. I __will live//am going to live_______(live) in France in the 

future. 

3. In 2025 Galit __will join//is going to join________(join) the 

army.  

4. Miri __will fly//is going to fly______(fly) to Europe next 

month. 

5. They ___will visit//are going to visit______(visit) us tomorrow. 

6. My grandmother _will buy//is going to buy_________(buy) me 

a neckless for my 12th birthday. 

7. Sima ___will study//is going to study________(study) law in 

the future. 

8. The student will submit//is going to submit________(submit) 

his task to the teacher the day after tomorrow. 

9. They _will invite//are going to invite________(invite) me to 

their party next week. 
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10.  Dana and I __will sing//are going to sing________(sing) 

tomorrow in our school show! 

11. Sara and Benny __will go//are going to go_______(go) to Yes 

Planet next Monday.  

 

Good Luck  
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